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About 4G Clinical
4G Clinical is driven by a single purpose: bring crucial medicines to those who need them, faster.
4G Clinical believes that the way to accelerate clinical research is by disrupting the way trials are
executed. That’s why we have revolutionized RTSM (randomization and trial supply management)
and supply forecasting capabilities and services from the ground up.
4G Clinical is committed to helping sponsors and CROs follow the science, wherever it may lead, as
quickly and as safely as we can. While we will not discover the next novel compound in the lab, we are
doing our part by leveraging our extensive experience and technological innovations to bring speed
and agility to clinical trials.
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About 4G’s Clinical Supply Forecasting
4G’s clinical supply forecasting solution enables you to make decisions based on business need
rather than relying on complex calculations. As the world’s first integrated RTSM and clinical supply
forecasting solution, supply planners employ real-time visibility and leverage scenario planning to
control supply decisions.
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planners no longer have to build excel sheets or have the knowledge
“Supply
base to decode complex algorithms to inform supply decisions.”
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Clinical Supply Forecasting
In an ideal world, there would be exactly enough drug at each clinical site around the globe to
ensure the study runs smoothly. No wasted supply and no risk of trial disruption. Unfortunately,
this is not an ideal world but rather the real world of increasingly complex clinical trials.
Supply managers are responsible for ensuring patients are supplied on time and in full. The RTSM
plays an integral role in that by requesting the right medication at the right time in the right
quantity, from depot to the site.
Site Forecasting
Traditionally, buffer levels (re-supply triggers) are static and are typically defined manually during the
specification process. Values are input (into whatever tool you are using) and you hope for the best.
This does not account for unexpected or unknown demand or current enrollment rates, but rather
based on expected enrollment. This presents challenges to supply managers to achieve accurate
forecasts and leads to wasted supply from overly conservative forecasts.

Forecasting & Re-Supply
This is no longer the case. 4G Clinical’s clinical supply forecasting functionality takes the manual work
out of site forecasting. The system calculates the total demand for sites and depots by combining
buffer levels, enabled by dials, with dynamically updated demand for existing patients.
The system displays the demand for each site so you have complete transparency. Also, the trigger
level per site is clear, so you know that when a site’s current available inventory falls below that
number of kits, a shipment request will be triggered. And you can control the size and frequency
of shipments per enrollment group using the long window, again with visibility per site so you can see

CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS

BUFFER

Buffer levels (trigger) are static and
need to be defined manually

Buffer levels are automatically calculated –
for sites and depots – and dynamically
adapt to demand

FEEDBACK

No feedback from the system or scenario
planning capabilities – black box

Scenario planning with dials and instant
feedback. Actual values are only committed
when assessed

RE-SUPPLY

Little help with depot re-supply which is
often done manually or in separate systems

Automatic, dynamic re-supply is
extended to depot level

TEAM
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exactly how big the site’s next shipment will be.

Sometimes missing vendor
expertise on re-supply

Expert team, full transparency
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Here is how it works:
Buffer Levels for Unknown Patients
This is the greatest variable. You don’t know how many or where patients will enroll, so you need
to balance your supply constraints (available drug, expense) against your assumed demand (random
bursts of enrollment, steady enrollment, or a trickle). The confidence dial allows you to find that
balance, and see the resulting buffer levels at your sites.
You choose the level of confidence (%) that the system will account for every possible scenario during
your study to avoid stock-out (i.e. 97% of outcomes are accounted for in the calculations). You receive
immediate feedback on your supply levels and potential risk.

Conﬁdence over site
Confidence
over site
buffer
levels (trigger)

buffer levels (trigger)

97

95

97%

90

85

98

99

You then have the control to adjust the settings by choosing various confidence levels (with the turn
of a dial) and immediately see the impact of supply decisions on buffer levels, shipping size/storage
capacity, etc. Only when you are comfortable with the values, you commit to the settings.
Together with the buffer for unknown patients, the system accounts for these demand elements:
o F
 ully predictable demand (PD – Industry Standard) – Randomized patients with known demand

(most common demand element used in forecasts today).
o U
 npredictable demand (UD – 4G Innovation)

a.) From active patients (CUD) – Dispensing schedule can vary, for example patient is in screening
or has titration choices
b.) From new patients (UUD) – Patients not yet registered in the study, based on enrollment rate
Buffer levels are computed daily based on the forecasted demand and chosen confidence level
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(instead of fixed buffers).
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UD
CUD

UUD

PD

71%
24%
4%
0%

PD = Fully Predictable Demand (Industry Standard)

UD = Unpredictable Demand (4G Innovation)

What inputs (values) does the
system use for site forecasting?
To calculate trigger levels, you need to input two critical values into the system.
o E
 nrollment – How many patients per site per month are expected
–S
 eparated out in Enrollment Groups, e.g. Low, Med, High. The supply manager

can add / change them directly in the system.
o S
 hort Window – Lead time (How long it takes to get shipment to the site?) + some buffer

The system automatically calculates the demand in both Short Window (SW) and Long Window
(LW), giving the supply manager transparency into both site trigger levels as well as shipping size
and cadence throughout the study.

Short Window – Site Buffer Levels
The system automatically calculates the Short Window (SW) Demand. The SW accounts for
the three levels of demand mentioned above as well as the confidence level set on the dials,
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and is generally slightly longer than the lead time to ensure security against stock-out.
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Long Window – Days, Site Shipment Cadence

The long window dial is critical to finding the balance between sending small frequent shipments
(upcoming expiry dates, limited storage space at sites) or sending larger shipments that will satisfy
demand for longer (expensive cold chain shipments, upcoming holidays). You can see exactly what
the size of the next shipment will be based on the selected Long Window.
The supply manager can use the short window to ensure sufficient inventory coverage at sites, by
setting it to the maximum shipping lead time or a little above. The long window is used to define the
shipping frequency and with this the size of shipments.

Summary
Most forecasting tools today account for current demand of existing patients, but not unpredictable
or partially known demand.
With 4G’s system, the system automatically calculates unpredictable demand (generating a trigger
level) and the system reacts to patients in screening, accounts for patients that may have upcoming
titrations and accounts for known patients that don’t have a defined dose.
Result
The supply manager has full transparency at the site level and control over what trigger levels are
used. They don’t have to rely on understanding the complex calculations but rather make decisions
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based on scenario planning and business needs.
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Download our White Paper:
Clinical Supply Planning Optimization
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